This research proposes an on-line incremental 3D reconstruction framework that can be used on human machine interaction (HMI) or augmented reality (AR) applications. There is a wide variety of research opportunities including high performance imaging, multi-view video, virtual view synthesis, etc. One fundamental challenge in geometry reconstruction from traditional cameras array is the lack of accuracy in low-texture or repeated pattern region. Our approach explores virtual view synthesis through motion body estimation and hybrid sensors composed by video cameras and a depth camera based on structured-light or time-of-flight. We present a full 3D body reconstruction system that combines visual features and shape-based alignment. The proposed mesh generation algorithm is based on Crust and efficiently adds new vertices to an already existing surface. Modeling is based on meshes computed from dense depth maps in order lower the data to be processed and create a 3D mesh representation that is independent of view-point.
Introduction
This work presents an on-line incremental 3D reconstruction framework that can be used on human machine interaction (HMI) or augmented reality (AR) applications. The project, based on recent low cost depth sensors, intends to create a domestic easy to install 3D acquisition and display system that enables socialization and entertainment. Exploring artificial vision, spatial audio and computers graphics techniques enable us to induce sensations of being physical in the presence of other people useful on several domains like elderly loneness minimization problem, tele-rehabilitation 1 , 2 education, socialization, 3DTV, entertainment, etc. Phones and internet chat/audio/video conferencing programs (ex: VOIP, NetMeet-ing, Skype) are not able to create the remote person presence feeling. Means of communications that enable eye contact, gestures reconnaissance, body language and facial expressions are required.
Augmented reality and particularly tele-immersion 34 can provide the technology means that enables users interact remotely and experience the benefits of a face-to-face meeting. In order to aim an incremental on-line 3D human reconstruction solution useful for shared mixed reality workspace 56 , 1 we estimate the 3D world information using 2D image sequences and depth information using a depth camera, e.g. a time of flight camera (ToF) or structured light camera. This hybrid approach addresses the geometry reconstruction challenge from traditional cameras array, that is the lack of accuracy in low-texture or repeated pattern regions. The proposed real-time 3D full reconstruction system combines visual features and shape-based alignment. By identifying features in images for which real-world coordinates can be measured, a correspondence between 3D and 2D is set up. Using those annotated 3D points, between consecutive point clouds, it is possible to estimate the motion transformation through a linear, closed form or iterative method, register them on one same referential and create a global model. Correspondence between consecutive image features in images is performed using SURF method. 7 Virtual view synthesis and modeling is based on 3D mesh from dense depth maps in order lower the data to be processed and to create a 3D mesh representation that is independent of view-point. 8 The proposed mesh generation algorithm is based on an incremental variant of the Crust algorithm, 9 based on the fact that is possible to efficiently add vertices's to a Delaunay Triangulation. The aim is to continuously generate a realistic body model, transfer the model and reconstruct on a remote common display or virtual environment according each users viewpoint by a tracking process. Figure  1 presents an overview of the algorithm. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. First some related work, then section 2 describes the suggested methodology and section 3 present some experimental results. Finally, section 4 presents the future work and conclusions.
Background: Virtual view synthesis and modeling are the potential graphic tools to create the eye to eye contact illusion on tele-presence communications. 10 The approach involves surface reconstruction while a basic task for object detection, manipulation and environment modeling. Generally, the object's surface is reconstructed by merging measurements from different views requiring depth data and sensor pose data. When both, pose and depth, are unknown, structure from motion is a solution. Corresponding features in consecutive images are used to estimate the ego-motion of the sensor. Based on this ego-motion information the depth without absolute scale is estimated. Since recent depth cameras also provide RGB data, 2D image processing algorithms are usable. Point feature mapping in RGB images can be improved by the associated depth data obtaining a 3D feature tracking. Most common methods for matching 2D image features are based on the KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) 11 , 12 SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) 13 or SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) 7 approaches. If only the depth information but no pose is given, i.e. by using a stereo camera or a laser scanner system without inertial sensors, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm can be used to register point clouds acquired from different perspectives 14 . 15 Finally, if pose and depth are known, the registration procedure is dispensable and the data can simply be merged. Calculating changes in the 3D pose based on these methods have been performed 161718 . 19 Our work intends to perform a real-time incremental body modeling.
Methodology
We propose a real-time full 3D reconstruction system that combines visual features and shape-based alignment using Xbox Kinect device. Alignment between successive frames is computed by jointly optimizing over both appearance and shape matching. Registration: Considerer the motion of a rigid body in front of a scanner and the estimation of the rigid transformation (rotation and translation). Assuming that there exist two corresponding 3D point sets {x t i } and {x t+1 i }, i = 1..N, from consecutive t and t + 1 frames, such that they are related by eq. 1:
(2) where R is a standard 3x3 orthonormal rotation matrix, T is a 3-D translation vector and V i a noise vector. Solving for the optimal transformation [R, T] that maps the set {x t i } onto {x t+1 i } typically requires minimizing a least squares error criterion given by eq. 2. The minimization of eq. 2 can be based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix. 20 Calculating rotation: as a consequence of the least-squares solution to eq. 2, the point sets {x t i } and {x t+1 i } should have the same centroid. Using this constraint a new equation can be generated. By defining:
Minimizing this equation is equivalent to maximizing Trace(R H), where H is a 3x3 correlation matrix defined by H = x t+1 ci (x t ci ) T . If the singular value decomposition of H is given by H=UDV T then the optimal rotation matrix, R, that maximizes the desired trace is R= U diag(1; 1; det(UV T )) V T , 20 R = UV T . The optimal translation that aligns the centroid of the sets is T = x t+1 i − Rx t i . Model Mapping: Suppose that the mapping from the world coordinates to one of the scans of the sequence, 0 H w . For any consecutive pair of scans (t, t+1) using tracked points it is possible to measure rotation and translation, t+1 H t , H = [R, T] (single homogeneous matrix 4x4) and compute Eq. 4:
To update the reconstructed model, each acquired 3D point set is transformed to the world coordinate system using i H w . This alignment step adds a new scan to the dense 3D model.Virtual View Synthesis: Once having the model, new perspectives views can be presented at each time instant depending on the viewers pose in front of the display (using a head/body tracking module). Mesh Generation: In order to obtain a surface mesh from the registered 3D point clouds, we use an incremental adaptation of the Crust algorithm. 9 For a given input set of points X, the Crust algorithm determines a set of poles P that lie on the medial axis of the surface. The Delaunay triangulation of X ∪ P is then computed, and finally the surface mesh is then obtained by extracting the set of simplices whose vertices belong to X. Given that it is possible to efficiently add vertices to a Delaunay Triangulation, 21 an incremental version of the Crust Algorithm is easy to implement. If the Crust Algorithm was already performed on a set of points X 1 , a set of poles P 1 and the Delaunay triangulation of X 1 ∪ P 1 are available as well.
To add a new set of sample points X 2 to the surface mesh, the following steps are performed:
(1) P 2 = poles of X 2 (2) Add P 2 ∪ X 2 as new vertices of the Delaunay triangulation (3) Extract triangles whose vertices belong to X 1 ∪ X 2 This procedure can be repeated for an arbitrary number of point sets X i . However, in order to avoid an indefinite growth in the number of mesh vertices, points whose euclidean distance to the closest mesh vertex is lower than a given threshold are deleted from the input cloud before performing the incremental Crust step. Algorithm:The global model reconstruction algorithm can be described as follow 2.1: Algorithm 2.1 Model reconstruction algorithm 1: Rg ← R init ;tg ← t init 2: f 1 ← undistort(adquire rgb image()), f 1d ← undistort(adquire depth image()) 3: f 1xyz ← convert depth image to xyz data( f 1d ) , f 1r ← map rgbcolor to depth image( f 1xyz , f 1 ) 4: for (; ; ) do 5:
f 2 ← undistort(adquire rgb image()), f 2d ← undistort(adquire depth image())
6:
f 2xyz ← convert depth image to xyz data( f 2d )
7:
f 2r ← map rgbcolor to depth image( f 2xyz , f 2 )
8: 9:
(sur f 1 , sur f 2 ) ← detect SURF f eatures( f 1r , f 2r )
10:
matches2D ← SURF match(sur f 1 , sur f 2 )
11:
matches3D ← correspond2D3D(matches3D)
12:
(R,t) ← motion estimator(matches3D)
13:
(Rg ,tg ) ← update global trans f ormation(R,t)
14:
f 1r ← f 2r ; f 1xyz ← f 2xyz {update past data} 15: model ← pro ject points to world coordinates( f 2xyz , Rg ,tg )
16:
mesh modelgeneration 17: end for
Implementation and Results
Novel depth sensors like PrimeSense camera or Xbox Kinect can capture video images along with per-pixel depth information and to experimentally test the algorithm we register several 3D point clouds in order to create person model while he is rotating in front of Kinect device. Calibrations: The Kinect device combines a regular RGB camera and a 3D scanner, consisting of an infrared (IR) projector and an IR camera as shown in figure 2a ) and the calibration is unavoidable. The aim is to undistort the RGB and IR images and map depth pixels with color pixels (see figure 2) . Kinect maximal range raw depth is 2 11 , and it relates to metric depth through a linear approximation d m (x ir , y ir ) = f (rawdepth(x ir , y ir )). From the metric depth, the 3D metric position (X ir ,Y ir , Z ir ) T of the pixel, with the respect to the IR camera, can be computed using the following equation:
, where x ir , y ir are the coordinates of the depth pixel in image, f xir , f yir the IR camera focal length (pixel size units), c xir , c yir the coordinates of the image center of IR camera, and d m is depth in meters. The IR and RGB cameras are separated by a small baseline, it is possible to determine the 6 DOF transform between them. Knowing the rotation R and translation T between the RGB and IR camera, we can then re-project each 3D point on the color image and get its color. The mapping between color image and depth image can be expressed by following equations: (X rgb ,Y rgb , Z rgb ) T = R(X ir ,Y ir , Z ir ) T + T and (x rgb = (X rgb * f xrgb ) Z rgb + c xrgb ,
, where x rgb , y rgb are the coordinates of the rgb pixel in image, f xrgb , f yrgb the RGB camera focal length, c xrgb , c yrgb the image center, and d m is depth in meters. On figure 3a we present an example of correspondence between consecutive image features in using SURF method (white lines indicate correspondent point). Some matches are undesirable and are related with background static areas. The contribution of erroneous matches is minimized by the number of good matches while using the described minimization method to obtain the transformation. Although SIFT descriptor present better accuracy, we have choose SURF method in order to achieve the real-time characteristic. 
Conclusions
There is still a potential for algorithm speedup involving code optimization, GPU CUDA programming and stereo display graphics. Our approach explores virtual view synthesis through motion body estimation and hybrid sensors composed by video cameras and a low cost depth camera based on structured-light, improving the reconstruction accuracy in low-texture or repeated pattern region. We present a full 3D body reconstruction system that combines visual features and shapebased alignment. Modeling is based on meshes computed from dense depth maps in order lower the data to be processed and create a 3D mesh representation that is independent of view-point. This work presents an on-line incremental 3D reconstruction framework that can be used on low cost augmented reality (AR) or HMI applications to enable socialization and entertainment.
